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Vision of National Council for Elementary Education

The aim of National Council for Elementary Education is two fold i.e.
1. Education for all
2. Right upbringing of children

The team of National Council for Elementary education comes from the diverse background to work
towards the holistic development of the child. We are proud to have Educationists, Parenting Experts,
Child Psychologist, Curriculum Experts, Mindfulness practitioners, Legal expert, motivational speakers
onboard. Our focus should be to:A. Identify and implement solutions to the problems that plague school education at elementary level in
our country i.e lack of infrastructure, unqualified and untrained teachers, poor teacher-student ratio,
unhealthy education system etc.
B. The growth and development of the child depends on the environment in which the child grows,
hence our focus should be to sensitise all stakeholders involved in child’s upbringing the child i.e.
primarily- parents and schools, by conducting parenting, mindfulness, counselling, mental health
sessions to create awareness and provide them support.

Founder - Rayz International Preschool | Educationist|
Author | Parenting Coach | Founder - Empowered Parents Forum
A National award-winning entrepreneur, eminent educationist, author of international
bestseller, writer, speaker and parenting expert. Ms Jasmin Kumar has gained a prominent
position in the society with her exemplary work into the field of education and society at
large.
Jasmin Kumar is the Vice chairperson of country’s new age preschool, Rayz International
Preschool, Noida. Rayz has been Ranked by Education World as TOP 10 preschool.
Member of Cll — IWN Delhi, is Noida chairperson for education by A.L.L (All Ladies
League).
Jasmin Kumar has been invited as speaker on various national and international platforms
as a parenting expert. She has recently authored her first book which was internationally
launched titled – Breakthrough, which is an international bestseller.

National President

In the past, she has worked with IBM India as the HR partner for IBM’s Global Business
Service. She has been conferred with various awards and accolades: – Dr. B. R. Ambedkar
National Award for Education Exceptional Woman of Excellence award by W.E.F. (Women
Economic Forum) Featured by ICICI Bank as the ‘Advantage Women award’ Iconic Women
creating better world for all by W.E.F. (Women Economic Forum) Young Woman
Entrepreneur award by India Achiever’s Podium. Nari Shakti Samman award for work into
the field of education.

Founder - Forever Flowers | Educationist |
Directorate General- Empowered Parents Forum
Nidhi Jain has a remarkable experience of more than a decade in the Education Industry.
Being involved in Early Education has been her forte and has been passionately working
for the preschoolers.
Ms. Jain was successfully running her own Preschool – Little Steps and was imparting
quality and activity based learning to the young learners .
She has worked for one of the best preschool of India – Kangaroo Kids and was actively
involved in the planning , promoting , marketing and strategic policies for the growth of
the school.
Nidhi Jain has been part of the core team for Rayz International Preschool. In first year of
its inception, Rayz was Ranked by Education World as TOP 10 preschool of Noida.
Another feather to the cap is her venture – Forever Flowers which is not only unique in its
concept of promoting superior quality nearly natural flowers bouquets but also is the only
online store in India with such huge variety.

National Vice President

Nidhi is determined , focused , passionate learner and is always willing to take up new
challenges in her life.

Professional Speaker on Generational Empathy | Author | Magazine Columnist
| Social Sensitization Catalyst

A professional speaker on generational diversity, Neerja Singh is a
former teacher/journalist, published author with a background and
training in media, having worked in advertizing, public relations,
documentary film making, and feature journalism.
Social Sensitization Skills,
• Pot Stirrer ( Background and Training in Media and Education)
• Consultant Coach with Speak To Change
• Delhi Chapter Meeting Curator with Professional Speakers Association
of India
• Member BNI
• Advisor to Meraviglia EQ Academy

National Council Member

Founder - VR Image Consulting and Aumtara Foundation | Vibha, a Personal
Development & Relationship coach
VIBHA Founder of VR Image ConSulting and Aumtara Foundation Vibha, a Personal
Development & Relationship coach , a talk therapist, and a healer has a natural passion to
nurture the group consciousness which is mirrored in her seminars, workshops and
personalized individual consultations. She has achieved appreciation for image
enhancement, as well as coaching them to overcome lifelong issues and assist them break
the repeated patterns and achieve their respected goals and purpose of life.
Having worked with reputable brands like Whirlpool, Genesis BM, IBM, etc. Vibha enjoys
assisting both individuals and companies to build a coherent and magnetic image of
confidence and credibility.
Besides conducting workshops on Image enhancement, she has been addressing people
on Relationship with oneself, Happiness Quotient, Empowerment, Gender roles and rules
etc… to inspire, coach, train to reach the highest and best of their potential. It further
helps many to manifest greater success, happiness and wellbeing.

National Council Member

As the founder VR Image Consulting and Aumtara Foundation, she assists many to bring
the balance between physical, mental, emotional and spiritual growth. Her belief, ‘
Darkness is nothing but the absence of Light’ is reflected through her Public Speaking as
well as in personal interaction.

Student Counselor MMMC

Pritika Gulati is a Psychological Counselor presently working as a Student Counselor in
Maharishi Markandeshwar Medical College. She takes counselling sessions with medical
graduate students, Post-Graduate students and nursing students . Pritika also conducts
regular workshops for students and also orientation workshops for the staff.
She has worked as a Consultant – Administration and Quality, Patient Care and Public
Relations for Indus Super Specialty hospital. Besides managing the overall operatins she
was also handling all media related responsibilities and was the editor of the in-house
medical newsletter, Indus Alive
Pritika has worked for The Times of India, Pune, NIE Dept (Newspaper in Education) as
Educational Consultant and Resource Person . Conducting workshops on various topics in
more than hundred schools at Pune. She was Invited as Judge to various schools for
debate and declamation activities . Pritika conducted Bournvita Quiz Competition for Derek
O Brien in 40 schools in Pune as part of his team.

National Council Member

Pritika was the brain behind conceiving designing and conducting all programs of the
AWWA channel . She provided a platform for confidence-building of children, wives and
army personnel .

CEO – EducationToday | COO for Education News Network
( India’s first On-line news channel)
Vibha Raj is very passionate about education,.
She has been in the education field for more than a decade and helped
build brands.
Vibha is currently the CEO for the country’s leading magazine Education
Today.
She is also the COO for Education News Network ( India’s first in-line
news channel)and VP for Nex Gen School Admission Fair.
Vibha is also the country head of the Education Today portal.

National Council Member

Educationist | Motivational Speaker |Columnist
A Motivational Speaker, Columnist and Educationist by profession. She has an impactful
story in 2020. Shagun is a motivational speaker of national acclaim now, rated as a top
Life, Business and Success coach in India. She has served as a speaker on various
prominent panels during the covid19 phase–‘women in the lockdown coping strategies’ by
Heal Foundation in April 2020,
In June 2020, she also conceptualized a ‘Virtual Kids Carnival’ to bring conscious parenting
and mindful activities to doorsteps in India. As a Motivational Moderator, Shagun has
reached an epitome by moderating the leading faces of India at the ‘International E-Yoga
Conclave’ Currently in 2020- she is critically acclaimed as a Columnist. Her inspiring articles
have influenced plethora in national newspapers and publications like ‘Amar Ujala’,
‘Business World’, ‘Hindustan Times’ and many more.
She has been a TV producer with national channels by producing shows and documentaries
on women empowerment.

National Council Member

She has served as a ‘brand strategist’ and ‘communications consultant’ with Zee news,
News 24 and E24-. Apart from media, she has also served as a ‘branding and media
consultant’ with ‘National Mission for Empowerment of Women’- under ‘Ministry of Women
and Child Development’. She has also displayed her talent as a lead actor and model in
prominent ad campaigns like Priyagold Biscuits, Dabur Haajmola with leading star Amitabh
Bachchan, Rajnigandha, Escotel and many more.

Psychologist with expertise in Stress Management, Marital Counseling, Deaddiction, IQ and Learning Disability
Dr Manisha Singhal is one of the most renowned Psychologists of Delhi/NCR with more
than 11 years of experience in counseling individuals She is attached with various
hospitals
in
NOIDA
including
Apollo,
Indo-Gulf,
Metro
Hospital.
Some of her many expertise include Stress and Anxiety Management, Marital Counselling,
De-addiction, IQ and Learning Disability, Child, Teenage and Old age Issues. She is
proficient with psychological tests such as ADHD, IQ & screening, Personality, Memory,
OCD, etc.
She is often invited as a guest speaker at various platforms including MNCs, Webinars,
Hospitals, FM Radio and various National Television. She also presented her work in many
conferences
and
discussions
including
National
Medical
Conferences.
Her dynamic personality can be clearly seen in the fact that apart from being a
psychologist, she is also a professional dance choreographer and is running her own
dance studio (Beats & Rhythm) for years. She is professionally trained in Jazz,
Contemporary, Ballet, Hip-Hop, Bharatanatyam and is an International Zumba Instructor
(ZIN).

National Council Member

Dr Manisha is also a member of International Ultimate Krav Maga Foundation (IUKMF).form of an Israeli martial art used by defence forces all over the globe. She is a Krav
Maga combat instruction and trains self-defence to civilians as well as paramilitary forces.
Being a firm believer in woman empowerment, she gives a special emphasis to selfdefence for women.

B.A., LL.B. Advocate, High Court ,
Mumbai
Nandini started hercareer with a Senior specialising in labour, service and employment
laws. She started independent practice in 2000. In addition to labour and employment
laws, expanded her professional horizons to matters relating to educational institutions
including property matters, due diligences, property and other tax matters, commercial
agreements, intellectual property rights of performing artists, Commercial litigation, white
collar crime, and information and technology laws, with specific reference to use and
abuse in educational institutions and by students.
Nandini have trial court experience as well as that of the Bombay High Court, Consumer
Courts and have appeared in the Supreme Court, assisting Senior Counsels and in
arbitration proceedings.
She was a back office advisor to one of the IPL teams, examining legal Documentation and
agreements.

National Council Member

Currently she is a Legal Advisor on a retainer basis to renowned educational institutions
in Maharashtra, approved by / affiliated to the local board, CBSE Board and the ICSE
boards , University of Mumbai , All India Council for Technical Education ( AICTE ).
Conducting legal education workshops for educational institutions is something she is
passionate about.
Have been a member of Internal Complaints Committees constituted under of Sexual
Harassment of Women at Workplace Act ( Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act,
2013

Principal - Mahrishi Dayanand School, Meeru |
Social Activist | Educationist
Prachi Seth is Principal of Maharishi Dayanand Public School for last 5 years . Her
school is dedicated to provide quality and modern education to the underprivileged
and weaker section of the society at an affordable fee structure. She has been working
honorary for the social cause and has been completely dedicated to give her school
children the best possible education.
Prachi started school with 5 kids and now boasts of a strength of almost 260 kids
.Her commitment to her work and seeing the smiles and excitement on their face gives
her most satisfaction.
She is also active member of NGO’s working for prevention of neonatal mortality , old
age home and many other projects. Prachi regularly visits school to give her time and
teach children of NGO.
Her passion to work for underprivileged kids keeps her determined and focused.

National Council Member

Managing Director- Blue Orange Publications
Suprabha Jha (B.Tech, Computer Science) is an educator and social entrepreneur on a
mission "to bring quality education for all so that kids from all sections of society have a
chance towards a better life" Suprabha’s career in education started in 2004 as an
academic director in a public-school right after her undergraduate degree in engineering
and then she became the joint secretary responsible for the expansion of the school.
In 2012 she authored a few children's books and launched her own publishing company,
Blue Orange Publications to be able to bring her methodologies to the kids in pre-primary
and primary age groups. Although Suprabha does not have any formal degree in
education, she has successfully devised and disseminated new methods, teacher training
programs, curriculum, and programs for the education of both privileged and
underprivileged kids. To date, she has contributed towards the training of over 2000
teachers and the education of more than 100,000 children through books and curriculum.
She has also presented papers in education conferences conducted by prestigious
institutes like IIT Delhi.

National Council Member

In 2017, Suprabha launched a program called Bharat on Parivartan to contribute to SDG
4 (Sustainable Development Goal 4 - Quality Education For All.
Suprabha believes that given the enormity of the education-gap and digital-divide
challenge, we will need unprecedented approaches and new inclusive policy frameworks to
bring sustainable change.

Life Coach |Clinical Psychologist |Master Practitioner in NLP | Ashtanga Yoga
Instructor.
Rolii Singh is Clinical psychologist by education and profession. She is a Master
Practitioner in Neuro-Linguistic Programming .
She is an Advanced Life Coach and helps people to have a better understanding and
clarity of thoughts. Rolii has been constant support to many to help them achieve their
goals and vision.
Rolii is a qualified Ashtanga yoga instructor and has been practising it diligently.
She is a community manager and helper at Mind Nirvana. Her keen interest in psychology
made her explore different healing modalities and specifically NLP.
Rolii specializes in mind and body connection. She weaves together Neuro – Linguistic
Programming and Yoga with creative sequencing and intelligent anatomy based
alignment to bring transformation in lives of many.

National Council Member

Senior Teacher at Step by Step school for children with ADD, ADHD, dyslexia and
learning disabilities
Manzima Jain is special educator having done her B.Ed in Special Education specializing
in MR
She has done a lot of research to understand Special Needs Children and has been
working with children with ADD, dyslexia, learning disability, slow learners and ASD.
Manzima has been voluntarily and happily been part of workshops , orientations for
parents of special needs . She has been a counselor to the children and parents and have
extended her support in every possible manner.
Having started as special educator , now she is taking mainstream classes with inclusive
setup. She is teaching Mathematics in middle school in one of the most reputed school –
Step By Step.
Manzima is also responsible and part of curriculum design and planning.

National Council Member

Besides being an educationist , she boasts of having her name in Limca Record Book for
being “ The Only Woman To Work On The Paper Machine ”.

Founder, -Yoga Cure | Certified Therapeutic and General Yoga practitioner
Meghna Kumar is a certified Therapeutic and General Yoga practitioner, she does
specialized yoga sessions that are designed to cater to those who suffer from chronic
lifestyle ailments like Diabetes, Hypertension, , Hormonal imbalance, musculoskeletal
disorders and Pre & Post Natal Issues.
In her active practice she has dealt with a diverse group of clients including corporate,
expectant mothers, patients recuperating from chemotherapy etc. Therapy has contributed
effectively in bringing about sustained relief and recovery.
Meghna runs a Yoga studio in OMR, Chennai. She has a specialized team of therapists
who bring in the expertise to understand the unique challenges associated with diverse
group of clients and accordingly adapt interventions to maximize recovery in health and
healing.

National Council Member

She is currently a member of BNI, GLOBAL chapter . She have been actively involved in
driving fitness initiatives for the members especially during the highly stressful lockdown
period. I successfully conducted the Sunrise Yoga event for the chapter.
Meghna is actively involved with the INCARE, an NGO into animal rights and education.

Admissions Head - Rayz International Preschool |
Program Head - Empowered Parents Forum
Sanchita Shaw is graduated in B.Tech (Computer Science) and is a passionate learner and
focused in her attitude.
Within 5+ years of career in Education Industry, offered versatile management skills with a
proven track record of commended performance in school management and marketing
with passion for education and it's growth.
She has worked with few reputed Formal school and Preschool
She is currently working with Rayz International Preschool as a Admission Head and
manages and supervises the administration .
She has in her various roles over a period of time developed skills set and working as a
Program Head with Empowered Parents Forum - a non profit organization supporting
parents at world wide level.

National Council Member

Centre Head, Rayz International Preschool |
- Empowered Parents Forum
Meeta Bajaj is presently working as Centre Head in Rayz international preschool in
Noida. She is involved in the entire operations of the school and is a bridge between
the management and the parents.
She has worked as a principal with different preschools and learned about the
different dimension of education. I am associated with the stream from last 10 years.
Meeta has been working as Program Manager for Empowered Parents Forum - a
non profit organization supporting parents at world wide level.

National Council Member

Runs NGO for Underprivileged Children |
Social Reformer
Maninder Sachdev is a social activist who runs a NGO and is committed and focused to the
cause of going extra mile to extend her undying support for the underprivileged children.
She has very interesting story to how it all started .It was around February 2015 that I
saw few kids searching dust bins for leftover food in front on renowned eateries in posh
Atta Market of Noida besides looking for scrap. She asked them to come to Shri
Kalicharan Dharmarth Primary School Sector 18 Noida which is located inside a plants
nursery.
The owner of the nursery has given a courtyard with few tables and chairs to run the
school. She started giving them good food ,clothes ,books and toys donated by like
minded friends. The message spread like wild fire and with her determination and hard
work from few the strength rose to 82. Maninder realized that there were sharp kids who
needs formal education and organsied Aadhar Camp which is a prerequisite for admission
in government school and managed to get them admissions in government school , K K
foundation and SS Vidya Niketan .

National Council Member

Jasmin Kumar came as an angel in the children lives and offered free education to the
kids in her school premises and called it “School After School” and continued her support
by providing them online classes during this pandemic. Maninder never loosing hope and
giving up attitude guided the children to be skilled in making masks ,newspaper bags etc
to earn their living.

Owner of Cuddles & Giggles-Child Care Services |
Project Manager (Telecommunications)

Jyoti Kadam is owner of Cuddles & Giggles which provides child care services .
She is a Project Manager (Telecommunications)
Jyoti has given her regular support, sponsorship and volunteer initiatives with PFA
(People For Animal), Sunrise Learning and Shankara School (school for specially Abeled
children), Goonj, Sparsh (PRESIDIUM group for special Children).

National Council Member

Founder of NGO - Smiling Heart Foundation |
Social Activist
Sucharita Das Gupta is a Philanthropist who founded an NGO called Smiling Heart
Foundation which is a crowd sourcing platform to raise funds for underprivileged families
to help sustain the medical expenses for infants suffering from CHD ( Congenital Heart
Diseases).
While this is a passion that she strongly follows, Sucharita has also been a PR &
Communication consultant for over a decade now with a diverse experience of working
with reputed B2B and B2C brands.
On the personal front, her keen interest in the field of Art and Culture made her explore
and learn Kathak in Lucknow Gharana from Padma Vibhushan Pt. Birju Maharaj and Guru
Smt. Vaswati Mishra at an early age of 4.
She effectively blends in her communication expertise and her passion to contribute
progressively towards saving children.

National Council Member

Founder - Super Parents

Seema is an entrepreneur with more than 12 years’ experience in IT Industry.
Working at multiple domains and multiple locations in India and abroad with TCS has
enriched her business and technical knowledge at IT sector.
Seema started her own venture 'SuperParents' to provide a positive ecosystem
around parenting when her daughter was born to help and motivate her fellow
Parents.
She is deeply involved in any causes related to parenting and child care and looking
forward to platforms that can help her connect and voice out in that area.

National Council Member

Teacher, East Point School | President of Leo Club |
Social Worker
Shivani Pandey is a extremely dedicated and positive person who has never ending love
and passion for the kids.
Currently she is a teacher at East Point School , teaching the learners with our activity
based and fun learning ways. She is creative and always find ways to make learning
intersting for the children.
She has been associated with Rayz International Preschool where besides being a senior
teacher she was organising events , coordinating logistics.
Shivani is a Freelance Anchor and has been a part of many prominent events and
enthralled the audience with her ability to communicate with them.
Shivani is also the President of Leo Club Noida and has organised plethora of workshops
and charity events for children suffering with cancer , street children etc.

National Council Member

Being an active member of Youth Leaders Noida and also other NGO's in Noida and Delhi
she has been able to give her best to the society and ensure to spend her quality time for
the education of childrn.

Centre Director of Footprints Childcare |Educationist
Shailja Arvind is a graduate from Jesus & Merry college, Delhi. She further persuaded
her MBA in International Business from University of Coventry, UK. She left her well
settled
career
abroad
to
serve
her
own
soil.
She is a firm believer of lead by example. Shailja explains that she has a belief that
strong foundations produce strong and lasting structures. In 2016, she started a
preschool and daycare along with her partnership with Footprints preschool and
daycare. She explains her association with Footprints as an opportunity to give
children right and positive environment along with young parents involvement and
support.
Shailja is a dedicated, resourceful and goal- driven professional educator with a solid
commitment to the social and academic growth and development of every child. She
is well-rounded with exceptional leadership,
Superior interpersonal and
communication skills to foster meaningful relationships with parents and staff. She
has proven her abilities in problem - solving, people management and motivation.

National Council Member

Shailja wants to give the little buds the right path to walk and to leave their footprints
and build a stronger tomorrow and a better India.

